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EC5000 SERIES UNIVERSAL VECTOR AC DRIVE Picture B

Product Introduction
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EC5000 is the company's independently developed flagship product with high cost performance, which absorbs advanced international

frequency converter technology. It is a mature product that has been continuously improved for more than a decade and features plenty

of industry application cases. Picture C

Power Ranger

220V level : 0.4-132KW 380V level : 0.75-350KW
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Technical Feature
1. VTC current vector control algorithm realizes high starting torque and stable low-speed torque output.

2. It integrates plenty of industry application software functions to facilitate various field control requirements.

3. Sufficient I / O interface, with 8 sections of speed input, 2 channels of analog input, 2 channels of relay output and 2 channels of open circuit

collector output.
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4. Design, test and production strictly complies with international standard, strengthen the optimized design of heat dissipation, overload capacity,

electromagnetic compatibility, etc., with built-in input wave filter for the whole series of products.

5. The product is equipped with standard RS485 serial communication interface and adopts standard Modbus communication protocol.

6. Provide optional digital Chinese interface LCD operation keyboard to realize convenient and quick operation. The keyboard has parameter copy

function and Chinese interface LCD keyboard to realize convenient and quick debugging for users.

7. Automatic current amplitude limiting ensures no-trip operation.

Note: * The above is a conventional model, 220V can be customized to 132G(KW)

8. The whole series of products are made of highly flame retardant materials and high reliability main circuit on-link mode to ensure the safety of

product operation.


